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Abstract—Online services such as search and live applications
rely on large infrastructures in data centers, consisting of both
stateless servers (e.g., web servers) and stateful servers (e.g.,
database servers). Acceptable performance of such
infrastructures, and hence the availability of online services,
rely on a very large number of parameters such as per-process
resources and configurable system/application parameters.
These parameters are available for collection as performance
counters distributed across various machines, but services
have had a hard time determining which performance
counters to monitor and what thresholds to use for
performance alarms in a production environment. In this
paper, we present a novel framework called PerfAnalyzer, a
storage-efficient and pro-active performance monitoring
framework for correlating service health with performance
counters. PerfAnalyzer automatically infers and builds health
models for any service by running the standard suite of predeployment tests for the service and data mining the resulting
performance counter data-set. A filtered set of performance
counters and thresholds of alarms are produced by our
framework. The health model inferred by our framework can
then be used to detect performance degradation and collect
detailed data for root-cause analysis in a production
environment. We have applied PerfAnalyzer on five simple
stress scenarios – CPU, memory, I/O, disk, and network, and
two real system – Microsoft’s SQL Server 2005 and IIS 7.0
Web Server, with promising results.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Web has forever changed the traditional ways in
which software is built and delivered to customers. With
online models, business can be realized as a suite of
services offered to the customers over the Internet. Services
such as search, mail, storage, auction, and online stores are
flourishing multi-billion dollar online business ventures
today. Business can be conducted anywhere, anytime with
millions and billions of transactions happening every day.
Reliable infrastructure support is a must for such online
ventures to survive. Online services such as search and live
applications rely on large infrastructures in data-centers,
consisting of both stateless servers (e.g., web servers) and
stateful servers (e.g., database servers). Server downtimes
cost companies billions of dollars in losses every year. Any
downtime more than 0.1% is deemed unacceptable.
Performance testing [W01] can evaluate how online
applications (in this paper, we use the term application and
service to mean the same thing) respond to different inputs

and stress levels. However, performance testing can only be
used to verify with some confidence that an application is
able to perform under expected and peak load conditions.
Performance testing establishes safe stress limits for
applications and provides guidelines for various
configurable parameters on which the application
performance might depend on. These guidelines [W01] are
usually set by experts, who are either developers of the
system or have thorough experience in observing and
understanding various complicated system behaviors. The
premise of this paper is to address whether we can design
an expert system, which aids system administrators not
familiar with the system in outlining performance
guidelines.
Data center and server farms span hundreds of
thousands of machines, often geographically distributed.
Even when such huge systems are thoroughly tested for
performance prior to deployment, real life scenarios can
cause unexpected failures, undiagnosable performance
problems, and slowdowns. In the face of such events, it is
often very difficult to pin point the root cause with
performance testing guidelines. Along with the
performance testing guidelines, we need a pro-active, realtime performance monitoring framework to predict server
downtimes in production environments. Such a framework
should help pin pointing the root cause of failures or
undiagnosable performance problems. The real-time
monitoring framework should incur minimal storage and
processor overhead, almost running transparently with the
monitored application. It is also important for such a
system to have a very low false positive and false negative
rate.
With company profits tightly tied to the acceptable and
continual performance of huge server infrastructures that
host online applications, it would be beneficial to design a
generic real-time monitoring framework, independent of
applications. Such a real-time framework also facilitates
dynamic capacity planning and performance tuning.
Dynamic capacity planning guides smart and dynamic
distribution of resources such as memory, bandwidth, and
processing power across the infrastructure for desired
performance. Dynamic performance tuning aids real-time
adjustments of resource and application parameters for
optimum performance. Server failures are not always

because of resource starvation. Performance problems can
also surface due to bad application design that does not
correctly utilize the available resources at the disposal. By
observing the right parameters, the monitoring framework
can provide guidelines for application redesign to alleviate
performance problems caused by improper resource
utilization.
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Figure 1: System and .NET counters for Web Server

With company profits tightly tied to the acceptable and
continual performance of huge server infrastructures that
host online applications, it would be beneficial to design a
generic real-time monitoring framework, independent of
applications. Such a real-time framework also facilitates
dynamic capacity planning and performance tuning.
Dynamic capacity planning guides smart and dynamic
distribution of resources such as memory, bandwidth, and
processing power across the infrastructure for desired
performance. Dynamic performance tuning aids real-time
adjustments of resource and application parameters for
optimum performance. Server failures are not always
because of resource starvation. Performance problems can
also surface due to bad application design that does not
correctly utilize the available resources at the disposal. By
observing the right parameters, the monitoring framework
can provide guidelines for application redesign to alleviate
performance problems caused by improper resource
utilization.

A.

Performance Counters

Acceptable performance of server infrastructures, and
hence the availability of online services, rely on a very
large number of parameters such as per-process resource
utilization and configurable system/application parameters.
These parameters are available as performance counters
distributed across various machines. Performance counters
can monitor system components such as processors,
memory, network, disk, and I/O and publish performancerelated data. Apart from system and OS counters, an
application can publish a specific set of counters for
monitoring. User applications can also add custom
performance counters or create counters dynamically
during run-time, to observe select system/application
behaviors. Figure 1 shows the expert-specified [W01], web
server-specific counters, which might help identify
potential web server bottlenecks during run-time. Due to
space constraints, only a subset of counters is displayed
here. Based on their experience and battery of predeployment performance tests, experts specify thresholds
(not shown in the figure) for each counter, which determine
healthy web server operation.
In this paper, we present PerfAnalyzer, a storageefficient and pro-active performance monitoring framework
based on performance counters. Even application experts
have had a hard time determining which performance
counters to monitor and what thresholds to use for
performance alarms in a production environment. The
general problem of designing an expert system to predict
performance problems, with no user input whatsoever, is
hard, and we make a few assumptions to simplify the
problem while still being realistic. Prior to the deployment
of an application in production environments, a stress tester
tests the application in-house with different loads (ideally,
as varied as possible, being representative of loads seen at
application production environments), while recording
different (ideally, all) performance counters. We assume
that the stress tester can roughly distinguish between good
and bad application health (for example, a high response
time in a web service could be bad). The stress tester,
however, cannot tell which performance counters are the
predictors of application health and how. To this end, our
framework analyzes the collected performance counter data
and builds health models with relevant counters (ideally, a
very small set of counters). These counters and the
corresponding health model can be used to predict health of
the application when deployed in production environments.
The small set of counters can aid the system builders in root
cause analysis, performance tuning, and capacity planning.
Our framework complements the performance testing phase
during which observations on performance counter data are
done. The observations are used to construct a health
model to pro-actively monitor the application at production
environments, transparently. PerfAnalyzer is independent

of the application it analyzes and bases its inference solely
on the observed performance counter data-set. On a very
high level, PerfAnalyzer collects vast amounts of
performance counter data during the performance testing
phase. PerfAnalyzer applies techniques from statistics and
data mining on this data set to construct a health model for
the application. The health model is then deployed with the
application, for real-time performance monitoring. The
health model is used to predict performance degradation
and collect detailed data for root cause analysis in
production environments.
B.

evaluation results. Section V discusses related work.
Finally, we conclude in Section VI and discuss future work.
II.

EXAMPLE

Contributions

Our framework applies rigorous data mining algorithms
on performance counter data-set, for building real-time
health model for services. In summary, this paper makes
the following main contributions:
Experimental methodology to collect performance
counter data: We outline various steps required to perform
stress tests during the pre-deployment performance testing
phase to collect useful performance counter data. The
performance counter data-set is then used by our
framework to mine health models. We propose three datacategorization techniques required to prepare the data set
for further analysis.
Mining health models using performance counters: We
apply techniques from statistics and data mining on
performance counter data-set collected during the
performance testing phase to automatically build storageefficient and pro-active health models for services.
PerfAnalyzer is designed to be independent of the
application it analyzes.
Implementation: We have implemented our framework in
a tool called PerfAnalyzer, which can be used to build
health models for any service by analyzing performance
counter data-set. Extensive experiments were conducted to
determine what combinations of algorithms and thresholds
yield the best health model.
Evaluation: We used PerfAnalyzer to automatically build
health models for five simple stress scenarios – CPU,
Memory, Network, Disk, and I/O, and two real scenarios SQL Server 2005, and IIS 7.0 Web Server, with promising
results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II starts with a synthetic and simplistic example
that motivates our framework. Section III describes our
framework in detail and introduces the various components
of PerfAnalyzer, along with the experiment methodology.
Section IV presents the implementation details and

Figure 2: Crash data and crash model

In this section, we present a simple, yet illustrative
example to demonstrate how PerfAnalyzer derives the
health model from the observed performance counter dataset. Assume a user plays a game of chess against his
desktop computer and finds that the chess application
crashes unpredictably. To investigate the crash problem, the
user decides to observe the four well-known performance
counters available on his computer. The user observes
%CPU utilization (C), %network utilization (N), %RAM
utilization (R), and page faults per second (P) at five
different times – at times when the chess application is
running fine and at times when the chess application
crashes. On a Windows machine, these counters are
available through Microsoft Windows Task Manager, often
invoked through the ctrl-alt-del key sequence. For each
instance, the user also records the crash status (crash), i.e.,
if the chess application crashed (yes) or not (no). The four
attributes, C, N, R, and P are called feature attributes and
the crash status, crash, is called the class attribute. The
collected data is shown in Figure 2.
The goal of PerfAnalyzer is to derive the “crash model”
for the chess application from the collected crash data. The
crash model can be used to infer (or predict) the crash
status at any arbitrary time when the values for the feature
attributes are known. In other words, the problem is to infer
(or predict) the unknown class attribute crash (yes or no)
for arbitrary values of the feature attributes (C, N, R, and
P). The inference is based on the previously collected crash
data. The four feature attributes are representative of
different performance counters available on any system.
The crash model is analogous to application health model.
PerfAnalyzer derives the crash model from the synthetic
data-set in two phases. In the first phase, it identifies the

irrelevant and redundant attributes. This step is called
feature selection. Irrelevant attributes do not have any
correlation with the class attribute. An attribute is
redundant, if another attribute can accurately predict the
class attribute as well as or better than the redundant
attribute. In our example, PerfAnalyzer determines that the
network utilization (N) is an irrelevant attribute (no
correlation with the crash status; probably the chess
application does not use the network at all). Furthermore,
PerfAnalyzer determines that attribute P (page faults per
second) is redundant. %RAM utilization (R) can be used in
lieu of page faults per second (P) to predict the crash status
(in our synthetic example, it turns out that P is exactly 10
times R; page faults per second is expected to increase with
RAM utilization). PerfAnalyzer employs various feature
selection algorithms to identify redundant and irrelevant
feature attributes. Once irrelevant and redundant attributes
are pruned, PerfAnalyzer constructs the crash model by
identifying thresholds for the remaining attributes. This
constitutes the second phase, in which various regression
algorithms [A02] are used. For the synthetic crash data
shown in Figure 2, PerfAnalyzer derives the following
crash model:
crash = ((C>85) | (R>90) | ((C>50) ^ (R>75)))? yes : no

Challenges: The example motivates the idea of mining
health models from performance counter data-set.
However, there are many issues, not obvious in the
motivating example, and these issues shall be addressed
throughout the paper. (1) There were only four parameters
in the synthetic data-set and we could derive the crash
model manually by inspection. Furthermore, as shown in
Figure 1, for web server, performance can also be affected
by related applications such as SQL Server. Even a system
expert might easily miss out on such interactions. Manually
identifying thresholds becomes impossible if desired
system behavior depends on thousands of performance
counters with complex interactions. Furthermore, in our
example, the crash model derived from only five
observations will be very inaccurate. (2) Performance
counters often do not share linear relation with the
application health, and complex regression equations are
required to capture the correlation. (3) In our example, the
crash status was a simple dichotomous variable with only
two values. The health index for real applications can be
much finer with possibly no apparent ordering between
different indices. (4) Since the health model depends
heavily on the performance counter data-set, a systematic
methodology to conduct performance tests at various health
levels should be in place. (5) Finally, it is not at all obvious
which feature selection and regression algorithms (or
combinations) result in the best health model. Also, for
each algorithm used, we conducted extensive experiments
to estimate the correct cut-off values (for a given algorithm,
counters are retained or discarded based on the cut-off value

for that algorithm; see Section III.D). In the next section,
we present our framework and show how these problems
are addressed.
III.

FRAMEWORK

In this section, we formalize the several notions
introduced in the previous sections. We formalize the
problem of mining health models from performance
counter data-set. Next, we describe the monitoring
framework needed to capture the counter data-set. After
outlining the experiment methodology required for
collecting the counter data-set, we present the two main
components of our framework – first-pass filters and
second-pass filters.
A.

Problem Statement

Let S = {c1, c2, c3, …, cn} be a set of n (= |S|) userdetermined performance counters (feature attributes), which
can be observed during application run-time. For our
experiments, we choose S to be all the counters available
on the machine running our target application (we
sometimes use the word application to mean target
application). PerfAnalyzer monitors counters from a single
machine on which the target application runs. However, it
is a simple generalization to gather performance counters
from multiple machines. Our framework makes no
assumption on the number of performance counters, |S|, or
which machine they are from. This design makes
PerfAnalyzer generic and independent of the number of
machines and the service to be monitored. At any particular
instance of time t, St, a snapshot of S is the recorded value
for each counter in S at instance t. For example, {c1, c2, c3,
…, cn} = {123, 10989, 531, …, 76} at some time t is a
snapshot of set S. Generally, a snapshot of any counter set
is the recorded value for each counter in that set at some
instance of time. Also, recorded snapshots of a subset of S
(say, S’) from the data-set D is the set of recorded values
for counters in S’. Snapshots of S are recorded every Δ
seconds. We identify two phases during which counter
snapshots can be collected. Counter snapshots can be
collected either during the pre-deployment performance
testing phase, or in real-time, after the application is rolled
out at the production environment.

Figure 3: Graphical view of health indices

k snapshots are recorded during pre-deployment
performance tests, starting from time t = 0, yielding
snapshots S0, SΔ, S2Δ, …, S(k-1)Δ. For simplicity, we omit Δ
in the subscript and represent the snapshots as a set T = {S0,
S1, S2, …, Sk-1}. T denotes counter snapshots collected

during pre-deployment performance tests. We use R to
denote counter snapshots recorded during application runtime at production time. Performance counter data is
collected at various application health levels. In this paper,
we assume that the user can at least always distinguish
between the three application health levels - baseline (b),
healthy (h), and unhealthy (u), described next.
An application is said to run at baseline health level b,
when it is just “ON”. For example, SQL Server is said to
run at baseline health level, when the SQL server is up and
ready, but not processing any requests or queries. The
methodology to conduct baseline experiments is presented
in Section III.C. An application is said to run at some
healthy level hj, if the observed (by the user) application
performance is healthy and acceptable. Finally, when the
performance levels are unacceptable, the application is said
to run at unhealthy level u. Healthy levels may be
partitioned into p finer levels, H = {h1, h2, …, hp}. Note the
distinction between the terms health levels and healthy
levels. b, u, and any index in H are different health levels.
Indices in H, namely, h1, h2, …, hp are different healthy
levels. These finer indices are either ordered or unordered.
That is, if the H indices are ordered, then we may assume
that h1 < h2 < h3 < …< hp. An application with healthy
index ha is healthier than the same application with healthy
index hb iff ha < hb, 1 ≤ a, b ≤ p (lower index, better
health). If H indices are unordered, then given any two
indices ha and hb, 1 ≤ a, b ≤ p, it is not possible to
determine if ha < hb, i.e., the only conclusion that can be
safely derived is that the two healthy indices probably
indicate different healthy levels. In Section III.C, we
propose different techniques for handling ordered and
unordered indices. Furthermore, the algorithms for secondpass filters (See Section III.E) depend on the type of
healthy indices. We club all H indices and u index under
one health index, !b (not baseline). The different health
levels are shown graphically in Figure 3. Clearly, !b = H|u.
If I is the set of all indices, then I = {b, H, u} = {b, h1, h2,
…, hp, u} = {b, !b}. We use set B to denote the indices b
and !b. For each snapshot, we append a health index as
observed by the user. We term the set D = {(S0, b0, i0), (S1,
b1, i1), …, (Sk-1, bk-1, ik-1)}, ijЄH|u, 0 ≤ j < k, bjЄB (either b
or !b), as the performance counter data-set. For all (Sj, bj,
ij) in D, where bj = b, ij = NULL, i.e., no healthy/unhealthy
indices for baseline data. D is stored as a [k × (|S| + 2)]
matrix, with |S| feature attributes, two indices, and k
counter snapshots. PerfAnalyzer mines the health model by
analyzing D and computing S2. To compute S2, an
intermediate set S1 is computed initially. S1, a subset of S,
is an intermediate set which contains all the counters in S
except those that are found irrelevant or redundant by
PerfAnalyzer. To compute S1, the counters in S (feature
attributes) are correlated against the class attribute B.
PerfAnalyzer employs various feature selection algorithms
to compute S1 from S and D (first pass; see Section III.D).

S2, a subset of S1, is the final set of counters used in
building the health model. The reason for computing S2
from S1 instead of S directly is given in Section III.D. To
compute S2, and the health model, the counters in S1 are
regressed against the class attribute H (second pass; see
Section III.E). To summarize, the problem is to compute
S2, and a health model based on S2, given S (userprovided) and D (recorded by the monitoring agent). The
application is then deployed with the mined health model.
Mapping the notations to the example in Section II, S =
{C, N, R, P} and I = {yes, no}. For our example, S1 = S2 =
{C, R}. Many issues already outlined in Section II such as
the need for baseline experiments are not immediately
obvious from our example. Finally, for our simple synthetic
example,
|S| > |S1| = |S2|. But, generally, for real
applications, |S| >> |S1| > |S2|, as confirmed by our
evaluation in Section IV. In the next few sections, we
describe the various components of our framework along
with the experiment methodology.
B.

Monitoring Agent

The monitoring agent (in short, agent) records counter
snapshots during the pre-deployment performance-test
phase and at the application production site, postdeployment. Counter snapshots are recorded every Δ
seconds, when the application is running. The agent
(monitoring component of PerfAnalyzer) and the target
application run on the same machine. Remaining
components of PerfAnalyzer run on a remote machine and
interact with the agent. Henceforth, we term the machine on
which the target application runs as the testbed machine
and the machine on which PerfAnalyzer resides as the
remote machine. The counter set to be monitored (S) on the
testbed machine and Δ can be specified in a configuration
file. For our experiments, we choose S to be all the
counters available on the testbed machine. The agent
initially probes the testbed machine to determine what
counters are published and it includes all the published
counters in the set S. PerfAnalyzer monitors counters from
a single testbed machine. However, it is a simple
generalization to gather performance counters from
multiple testbed machines with the concepts of roles and
aggregation discussed in Section VI. The agent runs along
with the application and sends the counter snapshot
information over the network to the remote machine.
Furthermore, many processes, mostly from the Operating
System, not related to the target application, still run on the
testbed machine, possibly skewing the recorded counter
data. These effects, as we show in Section III.C, are
neutralized by conducting baseline experiments and
computing an intermediate set S1, based on the baseline
data. Other configurable parameters for the agent include
the ramp-up time, r, and the moving average window size,
m. Counter snapshots are not recorded for the first r

seconds during the startup or initialization phase of the
target application. Furthermore, recorded counter snapshots
are averaged every m time periods to account for possible
local spikes. The agent dumps the recorded counter
snapshots into a database server on the remote machine.
PerfAnalyzer employs SQL Server 2005 to store and
process performance counter data-set.
C.

Experiment Methodology

In this section, we outline the various steps required to
collect D, the performance counter data-set. Before
proceeding to the details of the methodology, we present a
high-level overview of our framework, shown in Figure 4.
The agent takes S, specified in the configuration file by the
user, as input. Stress experiments are conducted on the
testbed machine. The agent monitors the target application
on the testbed machine. The counter snapshots are dumped
on a database, hosted remotely. PerfAnalyzer employs SQL
Server 2005 to store and process performance counter dataset. A first-pass filter takes S and the recorded counter
snapshots of S on the database (T) as input and generates
S1. Finally, the second-pass filters take S1 and recorded
snapshots of S1 from the database to generate S2, and a
health model for the target application. To collect the
performance counter data-set D, we perform experiments in
two stages – baseline and stressed. No stress is applied on
the application in the baseline stage. Varying stress levels
are applied on the application in the stressed stage. We next
describe the procedure required to conduct baseline and
stressed experiments and the need for them.
Baseline experiments: Many processes, mostly from the
Operating System, and the agent run on the testbed
machine along with the application. It is important to take
into account the effect these processes have on the
monitored performance counters. In other words, the final
filtered set should include only those counters that are good
predictors of application health. To neutralize the effect of
unrelated processes, we perform experiments in two stages
– baseline and stressed. We notice that the processes that
are not related to the target application are running during
both stages. Hence the unrelated processes more or less
have the same effect on the counters during baseline and
stressed stages. A first-pass filter makes use of this fact to
get rid of those counters that are not at all related to the
application stress. In the baseline stage, the application is
just up and ready without doing any processing. In the
stressed stage (explained next), varying levels of stress are
applied on the application. Each snapshot of S recorded
during the baseline stage is appended with an index b to
indicate baseline. For all (Sj, bj, ij) in D, where bj = b, we
have ij = NULL, as no stress is applied on the application at
this stage.

Stress experiments: In this stage, the user applies varying
levels of stress to the application, often trying to break the
application at unhealthy stress levels. Each snapshot of S
recorded during the stressed stage is appended with an
index !b to indicate not baseline. Once all the data is
indexed with either b or !b, the data-set is ready for firstpass filtering. Each snapshot of S recorded during the
stressed stage is also appended with a health index i, iЄH
(healthy levels) or u (unhealthy levels). PerfAnalyzer
assumes that the user can at least always distinguish
between baseline, healthy, and unhealthy levels for the
application. However, when experiments are conducted at
two different healthy levels, ha and hb, PerfAnalyzer only
assumes that ha and hb are different and does not assume
any ordering between them. However, if the ordering is
obvious to the user, she explicitly indicates it to
PerfAnalyzer. To recall the definitions from Section III.A,
if the H indices are ordered, then we may assume that h1 <
h2 < h3 < …< hp. An application with healthy index ha is
healthier than the same application with healthy index hb iff
ha < hb, 1 ≤ a, b ≤ p. If H indices are unordered, then given
any two indices ha and hb, 1 ≤ a, b ≤ p, it is not possible to
determine if ha < hb, i.e., the only conclusion that can be
safely derived is that the two indices probably indicate
different healthy levels. If H indices are ordered, then p
denotes the number of different healthy levels user can
distinguish. If H indices are unordered, then p equals
number of distinct sets of experiments conducted at
different unknown stress levels. Snapshots from a single set
of experiments or unknown stress level are assigned to a
distinct bucket in [1, p]. Ordered and unordered indices
lead to three types of data-categorization – continuousordered, rank-ordered, and tag-ordered, explained next.
Data categorization is a necessary step prior to second-pass
filtering.
Data Categorization: Ordered healthy indices lead to two
types of data categorization – rank-ordered and continuousordered. For rank-ordered healthy indices, the absolute
difference among indices does not matter. In other words,
|ha – hb| is immaterial for any a, b in [1, p]. Only the
ordering matters, and not the absolute difference. The
indices in such cases are known as ranks. As an example,
for a bandwidth intensive application, though the user can
tell that a net bandwidth of 100Mbps is better than 1Mbps,
she cannot comment on how much better. For continuousordered healthy indices, the user precisely knows the
absolute difference between any two indices. In other
words, |ha – hb| matters and is precisely known to the user,
for any a, b in [1, p]. Continuous-ordered healthy indices
are used when an external visible effect, E, is available all
the time during baseline and stressed experiments. The
observed values for E are used as healthy indices. As E is
continuous, we have p=∞. Some examples of external
visible effect include transactions per second (TPS),
latency, and throughput. These values are treated as

continuous variables. In some cases such as data-centers, an
externally visible effect might not be readily available. Also
rank-ordering might not be possible. In such cases, we use
tag-unordered data categorization. If the healthy indices are
unordered, then the indices are nominal and PerfAnalyzer
treats different indices as tags. The regression algorithms
used by the second-pass filters depend on whether the
healthy indices are continuous-ordered, rank-ordered, or
tag-unordered. The collected performance counter data-set
is explicitly marked with the appropriate data-category,
before second-pass filters are applied. We next describe the
first and second-pass filters, which analyze the data
collected by the monitoring agent.

n], with dci < f, a fixed estimated cut-off value for the filter,
are discarded. The cut-off value f differs for each filter. We
conducted extensive experiments to estimate the best f
value for each filter used in the first pass. We have
implemented different feature selection algorithms in
PerfAnalyzer (see Figure 5) to determine which algorithms
produce the best result. A discussion about the various first
pass filters employed by PerfAnalyzer is given next.
Algorithm

Key Idea – Candidate filters – Cut-off (f)

Machine
Learning
Algorithms

Apply ML algorithms directly on S without
data-cleaning - Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes,
and Dichotomous Logistic Regression

Correlation
Algorithms

Capture linear correlation between counters in
S and B – Point biserial correlation – 0.6

Entropy

Capture disorder information for a counter C in
S, independent of B – 0.1

Information Gain

How much information can be gained about
class attribute B by observing a counter c in S?
– IGSU – 0.2
Figure 5: First-pass filters

Figure 4: Framework for mining health model from performance counter
data-set

D.

First- pass Filters

The counter data-set collected during baseline and
stressed stages are ready for filtering after datacategorization. First-pass filters operate on snapshots of S
from D. The effect of processes not related to the target
application is more or less the same during baseline and
stressed stages. The key goal of the first-pass is to discard
all counters that are not at all correlated with the
application health. These uncorrelated counters follow
similar patterns in baseline and stressed stages. To identify
such counters, the first-pass filters analyze the relationship
between individual counters in S with B (b or !b), using
different algorithms listed in Figure 5. Counters in S are
called feature attributes, and B is called the class attribute.
Useless (irrelevant or redundant) counters in S are removed
to produce a cleaner set of counters in S1. For any snapshot
of S in T (counter snapshots recorded during predeployment tests), PerfAnalyzer can automatically
determine (with certain confidence d), if the application
health index is b or !b, using counters in S1. In data mining
terms, this process is called data-cleaning or featureselection. The first-pass filter computes a confidence value
dci for each counter ciЄS, iЄ[1, n]. All counters ciЄS, iЄ[1,

Machine Learning (ML) algorithms: We directly used
three ML algorithms [B07, W01] – Decision Tree (DT),
Naïve Bayes (NB), and Dichotomous Logistic Regression
(DLR), over D, to produce health models directly from S
(without generating intermediate set S1). DT algorithm
failed when some feature attributes appeared perfect and
terminated pre-maturely. It did not help us to use DT in the
first pass. NB assumes that the feature attributes are
independent. The algorithm does not take into account the
dependencies that may exist. Hence it was not suitable for
analyzing performance counter data-set D, in which several
dependencies may exist. Dichotomous Logistic Regression
(DLR) [A02] predicts the class attribute B which can have
only two values – b or !b. The feature attributes may be
continuous, discrete, dichotomous, or a mix of any of these.
Discriminant analysis [D84] can also be used to predict
dichotomous class attribute B. However, discriminant
analysis can only be used with continuous, independent
variables. Since we cannot know the type of thousands of
performance counters (feature attributes), we did not
include discriminant analysis among our filters. DLR also
ranks the relative importance of each feature attribute.
However, when we applied DLR on S directly, the resulting
set of counters and health model were very poor. It helped
us to employ simpler filters (explained next) before using
LR filters. LR filters performed very well when a clean set
of counters were presented to them (S1 instead of S). This
was our primary motivation to employ LR filters for second
pass (See Section III.E). When the class attribute is ordinal
or ranked, we use Ordinal Logistic Regression (OLR).
When the class attribute is nominal, we use Multinomial

Logistic Regression (MLR). OLR and MLR filters are used
in the second pass after data-cleaning by simpler first pass
filters, explained next.
Correlation Algorithms: In statistics, correlation
[CCWA03] or correlation co-efficient indicates the
measure of linearity between two random variables. While
various correlation algorithms exist depending on the type
of feature attributes and class attribute, Point Biserial
Correlation (PBC) is used when the class attribute is
dichotomous. In our case, the class attribute B is
dichotomous and hence we included PBC among our first
pass filters. The equation for computing PBC between a
feature attribute X and the class attribute B is pbc = ((M1 –
M0) / σ) sqrt(n1n0/(n(n-1))), where pbc is the PBC
coefficient, M1 is the mean value of the variable X for all
snapshots with B = b, M0 is the mean value of X for all
snapshots with B = !b, and σ is the standard deviation for
all data points taken collectively. Further, n1 is the number
of data points with B = b, n0 is the number of data points
with B = !b, and n is the total sample size. We conducted
extensive experiments to find the cut-off value fPBC for the
PBC filter. We found that fPBC = 0.6 gave us the best
results. We could conclude that all counters in S with
confidence d > fPBC = 0.6 had a strong linear correlation
with the class attribute B. These counters were definitely
included in S1. However, nothing could be said about the
counters with d < fPBC = 0.6. Absence of linear correlation
does not rule out the possibility of non-linear correlation or
other relationships between the counters and the class
attribute B. Other first pass filters based on entropy and
information gain were required for further data-cleaning.
These filters are explained next.
Entropy Algorithms: Entropy based filter analyzes the
feature attributes in S independent of the class attribute B.
The entropy filter measures the disorder among feature
attributes. For a given feature attribute X, the entropy E =
H(X) is measured as H(X) = - ∑xЄX p(x)logp(x), where
p(x) is the probability that the value of X = x. For a given
feature attribute, let EB and ES be the entropy for baseline
and non-baseline snapshots respectively. From our
experiments, we determined that all the counters with ES <
fEntropy = 0.1 are useless and should be discarded. These
counters do not change much during stressed period. We
also computed δ =|EB – ES| for each counter. If δ for a
counter was very high, we definitely selected the counter to
be in S1. Counters with high δ changed meaningfully
between baseline and stressed stages of the application. The
simple entropy filter was experimentally found to be very
effective in reducing the counter size, and is recommended
to be applied before any other filter.
Information Gain Algorithms: Information Gain (IG)
filter computes how much more information is gained
about the class attribute by knowing a feature attribute. IG

filter is used after using the Entropy filter. Unlike Entropy
filter, IG filter analyzes the feature attributes in relation
with the class attribute. Let X be a feature attribute and Y
be a class attribute. Entropy of Y before observing X is
H(Y). Entropy of Y after observing X is H(Y|X), given by
H(Y|X) = -∑xЄXp(x)∑yЄYp(y|x)logp(y|x). To compute the
Information gain, IG, we use IG = H(Y) – H(Y|X).
Unfortunately, IG is biased in favor of features with more
values, that is attributes with greater numbers of values will
appear to gain more information than those with fewer
values even if they are no more informative. Also, all IGs
should be normalized. Symmetrical uncertainty (SU)
compensates for IG's bias towards attributes with more
values and normalizes its value to the range [0, 1]. To
compute SU, we use SU = 2*IG/((H(Y) + H(X)). From our
experiments, we found that the cut-off, fIGSU = 0.2, gave the
best results for the filter using Information Gain with
Symmetrical Uncertainty (IGSU) [H98].
E.

Second-pass Filters

Second-pass filters operate on snapshots of S1 from D.
First-pass filters correlate counters in S with the class
attribute B to produce S1. Second-pass filters correlate
counters from S1 with the class attribute H, which
represents the set of healthy/unhealthy indices. The purpose
of the first-pass filter is to provide a cleaner set of data to
the second-pass. First-pass filters do not take into
consideration the interaction between different counters in
S. The key goals of second-pass filters are to produce the
set S2 to predict H indices and various counter thresholds
that define the health model. Thresholds of different
counters in S2 are embedded in the regression equations
involving the different counters. PerfAnalyzer uses
different regression algorithms based on datacategorization. The algorithms used are summarized in
Figure 6.
For any snapshot of S2 in R (counter snapshots
recorded post-deployment), PerfAnalyzer can automatically
determine the application health index i (with confidence
d), iЄH|u. Like the first-pass filters, each second-pass filter
has a fixed cut-off value to discard counters. From our
experiments, we found that fregression = 0.5 was a good cutoff value for OLR and MLR filters. The application is then
deployed with the mined health model. The health model
monitors only counters from S2 at the application
production environment to automatically compute the
health index in real-time. Based on the estimated health
index, predictions can be made on the general application
health. For example, if the health deteriorates continuously
within a certain time period, say ω, alarm should be raised.
In the production environment, snapshots are taken every Δ
seconds, but only the last ω snapshots are stored. The
snapshots of S2 recorded during the last ω time periods will
provide useful hints for analyzing the root cause of failure

or health deterioration, if any. If moving average is
computed every m time periods, then it is sufficient to store
the last ω/m values for each counters in S2. Hence the
health model incurs a constant memory complexity of
C(|S2| × ω/m), where C is some implementation dependent
constant.
IV.

health indices, post-deployment using counters in S2? Our
quantitative validation approach is explained next.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have implemented PerfAnalyzer in C#, on Microsoft
CLR platform. The monitoring agent was developed
internally at Microsoft. PerfAnalyzer employs SQL Server
2005 to store and process the counter data-set. SQL
Server’s business intelligence and data mining algorithms
were used programmatically in C# for accessing ML-based
first-pass and second-pass LR filters. A screenshot of
PerfAnalyzer is shown in Figure 7. Various configurable
parameters such as data-categorization and filter cut-offs
can be specified as menu options. PerfAnalyzer outputs S1,
S2, and a health model. We have applied PerfAnalyzer on
five simple stress scenarios – CPU, Memory, Disk, I/O, and
network; and two real applications – SQL Server 2005
Enterprise edition and IIS Web Server 7.0. We next
describe our evaluation criteria, validation approach, and
results from seven case studies.
Evaluation Criteria: To evaluate PerfAnalyzer and the
health model it mines, we used the following three
qualitative and quantitative criteria. (1) How good are the
counters in S1? An expert inspected the counters selected in
S1 and the discarded counters in (S – S1). Are there any
obvious counters missing (false negatives) in S1? Are there
any counters that are not expected to be there in S1? (false
positives) (2) How good are the counters in S2? An expert
inspected the counters in S2 and S2 – S1. For the simple
scenarios - CPU, memory, disk, I/O, and network, to some
extent, we could manually predict the counters in S1 and
S2, and hence qualitatively evaluate the results from
PerfAnalyzer. This was the primary reason why we chose
five simple scenarios among our evaluation subjects. For
example,
for
our
CPU
experiments,
the
ProcessorTotal%UserTime
and
ProcessorTotal%ProcessorTime counters were in S1 and
S2 with highest confidence (d), as expected. (3) How
much reduction is achieved in the counter size by using
PerfAnalyzer? How well does the health model predict

Figure 7: A screenshot of PerfAnalyzer

Validation: How well can the health model predict the
health indices, post-deployment? To test this, we choose a
random subset V (test data-set) from D (counter data-set).
Each indexed-snapshot (Sj, bj, ij) in D with bj = !b for all j
in [0, (k-1)] is chosen to be in V with some userdetermined probability q. Each (Sj, bj, ij) chosen from D to
be in V is stripped of its indices. Also, all counters in (S –
S2) are discarded. In other words, each non-baseline
snapshot in D is chosen to be in V with some probability q.
Only S2 counters are retained in V. In fact, V roughly
represents R, the counter snapshots of S2 recorded during
application run-time, post-deployment. The validation
module takes V as input and predicts the health index for
each S2 snapshot in V, using the mined health model.

Figure 6: Second-pass filter algorithms

The inferred health index is compared with the
corresponding actual health index available in D to
determine the prediction accuracy. PerfAnalyzer excludes
the test data-set V when building the health model. The
health model is inferred from snapshots in (D – V). With
the evaluation criteria and validation approach in place, we
next describe our experience of using PerfAnalyzer on
seven different subjects. For each subject, baseline
experiments were done for about 2 hours. Experiments at
each stress level (healthy and unhealthy) were performed
for about 30 minutes. The monitoring agent, implemented
as agent.exe on the monitoring machine collected counter
snapshots from the target machine. Different stress tools
[W02], developed internally at Microsoft, were used to
apply stress to applications under test. As expected, most
per-process counters for the stress tool process and
agent.exe were picked.
CPU Stress: A CPU stressor [W02], StressTool.exe, was
run on the dual-core target machine to vary CPU stress
from 0 - 90%. Among other counters, per-process counters
were monitored for StressTool.exe and agent.exe. A
snapshot collected during CPU stress level of a% is
assigned a lower rank (lower rank values indicate better
health. For example, rank 2 is healthier than rank 6) than
the snapshot collected during CPU stress level of b% iff a
< b. For the baseline case, StressTool.exe was just running
idle applying no stress. Any CPU stress above 80% was
considered unhealthy. ProcessorTotal%ProcessorTime and
ProcessorTotal%UserTime counters were in S1 with
highest confidence (0.91 and 0.87 respectively), as
expected. Most per-process counters for agent.exe and
StressTool.exe also appeared in S1 and S2. Many .NET
counters were picked to our surprise. On closer inspection
we realized that the stress tool used was written using
managed C++ explaining the .NET counters.
Memory Stress: Consume.exe [W02] was run on the target
machine to vary memory consumption 0 – 70%. Per-

process counters were monitored for Consume.exe and
agent.exe. For baseline, Consume.exe remained idle. Any
memory consumption above 60% was considered
unhealthy. Memory counters for Consume.exe -VirtualBytesPeak,
VirtualBytes,
WorkingSetPeak,
pageFileBytesPeak, PageFileBytes, and PrivateBytes, all
appeared at the top of S1 (confidence of 1.0) and S2 as
expected.
Disk Stress: A disk stressor [W02] was used to write
varying amounts of data to the disk. At unhealthy levels,
the disk writes filled 99.95% of the total disk space. The
counters in S1 and S2 were as expected with very few false
positives and negatives.
I/O Stress: sqlio.exe [W02] was used to simulate different
I/O patterns. The I/O patterns were specified using batch
files and the rank-ordering of different stress levels were
not obvious. Hence, tag-unordered data-categorization was
used to index counter snapshots.
Network Stress: A disk stressor [W02] was adapted to
write different amounts of data over the network with
varying intervals. An idle network was used for baseline.
To our surprise, PerfAnalyzer picked up redirector
performance counters, which was not expected. But the
network stress tool wrote over the network using a mapped
network share and the Server Message Block (SMB)
protocol, which is why the re-director performance
counters were picked up.
SQL Server 2005: StressSQL.exe [W02] was used to stress
SQL Server 2005. Per-process counters for various SQL
Server processes such as Sqlservr.exe and msmdsrv.exe
were monitored. A dummy database was created and a
dummy set of queries were created to query the database.
StressSQL.exe allows us to configure the number of users,
user think-time, number of queries/user, etc. Various
experiments were performed and rank-ordering was used

for data-categorization. The counters picked by
PerfAnalyzer were a very good match for the expected SQL
Server counters (expert specified [W01]).
IIS Web Server 7.0: Web application stress test tool,
was.exe [W02], was used to stress an IIS 7.0 installation.
Outside requests to a .aspx file were made using was.exe.
Number of users, random delays, requests/user, etc. can be
specified to the stress tool and different experiments were
conducted at baseline, healthy, and unhealthy levels. We
expected ASP.NET counters to be picked, but no counters
were picked to our surprise. On closer inspection, we
realized that the IIS Server served requests out of its cache
for simple ASP pages. Many such interesting observations
can be made by observing performance counters in S1 and
S2.
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Figure 8: Experimental settings

Our quantitative evaluation results are displayed in
Figure 9. We evaluated many combinations of first-pass
and second-pass filters. For each combination, we evaluate
various choices of data-categorization. However, in the
interest of space, we only display the results for settings
displayed in Figure 8. All data-sets except I/O were rankordered. I/O data-set was tag-unordered. For each subject,
we started with |S|~1000 counters. On an average over
seven subjects, the size of S2 reduced by about 91%
compared to size of S (after second pass). There was a 78%
size reduction observed between S and S1 (after first pass),
on an average. For validation, we randomly selected about
20% (|V|/|D|) of S2 snapshots in D as test data-set. We had
a prediction accuracy of over 98% for all the applications
as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Validation results. |S|~1000

V.

RELATED WORK

Various performance testing guidelines [W01], based
on performance counters, exist for applications such as web
servers and database servers. Our approach attempts to
mine these expert guidelines from performance counter
data-set. Our work is most similar to Cohen et al.’s
approaches [CZG05] and [CGK05]. The first approach
[CZG05] analyzes system-level metrics to deduce the
system state and determine if the state is similar to a
previous faulty state. The second approach [CGK05]
analyzes instrumentation data from network services in
order to forecast and diagnose failure conditions. Apart
from performance slowdowns, security and robustness
violations are also threats to reliable and dependable
computing. Various mining approaches exist to uncover
security and robustness bugs from software. These
approaches either mine application source code [RGJ07] or
run-time [YEBBD06] information such as execution traces.
These approaches employ sequence mining techniques
[AS95, GZ05] to infer bugs. PerfAnalyzer monitors
application performance for slowdowns, which are also a
major threat to reliable and dependable services.
PerfAnalyzer is also a mining approach, which mines
health model by monitoring performance counters during
application run-time. PerfAnalyzer employs various
correlation and regression algorithms [CCWA03, H98, S05,
W03] to mine the health model from the counter data-set.
Many approaches exist for software failure diagnosis
[TLHXZ07] such as offline diagnosis [ZGZ03], dynamic
software bug detection [HJ92], check-pointing/re-execution
[OSSN02], and distributed systems fault localization.
[HJ93] outlines a methodology to collect performance data
for performance bottleneck analysis in large-scale parallel
systems. In contrast, PerfAnalyzer adopts a generic view of
all kinds of failures, including software failures, by
analyzing performance counters.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

We observed that the first pass gets rid of ~80% of
redundant or irrelevant counters without throwing away
good predictors. PerfAnalyzer has a negligible false
negative percentage. However, even after evaluating
various first pass algorithms and heuristics, S1 counters
after first-pass had false positives – some unrelated
counters were present in S1. Second-pass algorithms are
very sensitive to false positives in S1. The health model
improved when obvious false positives were manually
removed from S1. Manually removing counters was
possible to some extent for the five simple scenarios we

considered. We intend to invest our future efforts in
exploring better first-pass heuristics to reduce human
intervention. Also, extensive experiments are required to
determine optimum values for m, ω, Δ, k, and f values for
various first and second-pass filters. Counter snapshots
were collected from a single target machine. To generalize
this approach to multiple machines, the monitoring
framework has to be extended to incorporate roles and
aggregation. Roles identify the role of a machine in a huge
infrastructure. For example, in a data-center, a set of
machines will be dedicated for indexing only. It makes
more sense to report related counters among different
machines with same roles in an aggregated (for example,
average value) fashion. Finally, it will be interesting to
explore event-based health models (events refer to
application run-time events), as a complementary approach
to counter-based health models explored in this paper.
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